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Quote:

ReddEra wrote:
ok, I could agree GI Joe was popcorn, but I wouldn't spend the money on it again.
Yeah, I liked Ryan Reynolds as Dead-Pool but I have no idea how they are going to do a movie for
the character with out making it a prequel that will be inaccurate because those were not his powers
or his background. 
As for Gambit, the actor was ok, I think they could have picked a better one and told him to do a real
Cajun accent next time. He was too baby faced.
I've always loved Wolverine and Gambit but just cause they're poplular doesn't make them the focus
of the Marvel universe.
bacically to me Hollywood is saying the audiences are too stupid to handle more than one concept at
a time (Pheonix and the Shi-ar) and that they are going to throw favorite characters at us with no true
relation to the actual characters or stories.
I understand things have to be changed, but not everything.

and I never saw Bruno...thought it looked mind numbingly stupid. You gotta remember, Redd, that
even though these characaters have been around for decades, most mainstream people don't even
know that they still make comic books anymore [Most folks think that the they just keep reprinting the
original stories from the past and don't make new stories up every month and have for decades.] so
this is their first exposure to these characters and that's what script writers thinks gives them carte
blanche to write them however they see fit. Sure, it's what makes guys like me, who've read all these
stories, point out the inaccuracies in the character's origins, battles and love lives but the majority of
the audience? They're a clean slate so, just like children, you can tell them anything you want and
they'll buy it.
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